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Abstract

As one of the most important technologies in the 21st century, websites provide information convenient to their users. To build an effective website, a systematic process to manage the website development is imperative. The website building process starts by understanding customer needs through discussions. A rigorous requirement management is essential because it forms the foundation of the project development. Studies have shown that software projects typically cannot meet original expectations because main requirements are inadequate and further updates are required. In this study, both the Delphi method and quality function deployment are applied to understand the impacts of requirement management on website construction. The Delphi method involves discussions among a number of experienced experts. In order to gather experts’ opinions, a questionnaire including customer needs and the software quality for website development is created. A quality function deployment is then developed based on the survey to analyze the relationships between users’ preferences and developers’ technical considerations. The results of this research may facilitate the reduction of resource misuse associated with poor requirement management and enhance the quality and effectiveness of website development.
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